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•because of my great respect for Sam Gould as a man

and my admiration for his dream of what this

institution might become.

The intensity of my convictions regarding his leadership

has deepened during the intervening years.

And it is humbling, indeed, to find myself nowtaking on

the challenges to which he so brilliantly responded.

Today, the State University of NewYork confronts a world dramatically

different from the one it first greeted in 1948.

Nineteen forty-eight. • •

that was the year Charles Evans Hughes died.

and DwightD. Eisenhower became president.

of Columbia University.

That year an annual review published by one of our leading

encyclopedias

described France's colonial war in Vietnam,

praised a new miracle pesticide called DDT,

and suggested that the quality of programming



Kent. Jackson State. Woodstock.

My Lai. • . and the Fort Benning trial.













The campus and the community are inevitably interlocked.

and the time has come for us to stand together and rekindle

confidence and hope.

WoodrowWilson used to speak of "Princeton in the Nation's Service. If

I like to think that something analogous to that spirit will

underlie our ownefforts in the future--as indeed. it has

in the past.

I suggest a second goal. the need to keep the structure of our university

fully functional.

We are. they say. the world's largest university.

But if our size serves only to suffocate.

or if in the name of centralized control.

we substitute bland uniformity for diversity.

then we shall have salvage<;lonly the shell of the institution

••• while watching its spirit slip away.

Every person in this university should be able to take pride in being

part of a large and exciting undertaking.

But each should enjoy. as well. a keen sense

of his ownfreedom within tithe system"

and be able to personally help the university

chart its future course.



With this goal in mind,

I shall continue to

encourage diversity among the colleges,

protect local initiative,

and promote the creative new ideas flowing

from the campuses.

But local initiative, as essential as this may be, will not suffice.

Duplication and overlap would, I am convinced, lead to

fragmentation and work against the best interest of us all.

Now--more than ever before,

University-wide priorities must be set,

proposed newprograms carefully examined,

and hard choices made.

At this critical time, we simply cannot afford the

deceptive luxury of uncoordinated growth.

Faced with an unprecedented crisis of resources,

this is the time to plan together.

This is the time for the University to stand!!! cohesive whole

with its separate parts, to be sure--

but in spirit a great and unified educational

network. • •whose pooled resources are

fully available to the citizens of the State.



And yet. the State University of NewYork--for all its size and diversity--

is only ~ partner in NewYork's total enterprise of learning.

Nothing could be more petty or shortsighted than for

each college and university of this State

to huddle within the protective shelter

of its ownenclave.

seeking to survive in splendid isolation.

The day has come to recognize that ~ of us--public

and private institutions alike--are intimately joined

in a single goal: that of meeting the educational as-

pirations of the young.

In this spirit. I suggest that we move quickly to draw together. as

public and private colleges and universities throughout this great

State, into a series of regional

"Cooperative Councils ~ Higher Education"

Such a move would build upon and strengthen the

excellent consortia already beginning to emerge

in such areas as:

Rochester ••• the North Country.

Buffalo. • •and Long Island.



-
collaboration would strengthen the separate institutions and dramatize

the need to keep the educational process imaginative





Further. I propose the introduction (possibly as early as

September 1972)of an experimental and voluntary three-year

A.B. program for perhaps "tenpercent or more of the freshmen

students entering throughout the University system.

If these experiments prove successful in educational and human terms.

I can foresee a day in the not too distant future when large

numbers of our students will be earning tlleir degrees in

shorter and more flexible spans of time.

But greater flexibility in the length of college study alone is insufficient.

The time has come to examine as well the conventional

notion that II going to collegetl necessarily means four or

three (or any number) years of actual residence on a cam-

pus--preferably one well supplied with mouldering bricks

and luxuriant ivy.

Coming in increasing numbers to State University's doors are many

kinds of people--young mothers. war veterans. mature students--

people whofiercely desire to be better educated. whohave

the motivation and ability to move ahead. but who either

cannot or do not wish to relocate on a college campus.



These are the circumstances that led to the launching of the Empire State

College. a new kind of college on the American scene. one with a well-

conceived program. high standards. its ownfaculty but without a campus.

Students will study at home. in ghettoes or foreign countries.

in front of television sets or tape machines. or they may find

themselves temporarily in campus seminars.

A faculty will supervise and guide them. This is essential.

The crucial point is that the form of Empire State College

will be novel, while its process remains flexible and its

-qualityhigh.

Clearly the length and the location of higher learning must be reexamined;

yet these changes--important thoughthey are--will be empty gestures

unless at the same time we examine the quality of the educational encounter.

Indeed. as we become less preoccupied with the mechanics --the form--of

education. we will be freed to focus on the substance of our work: What

do we mean by the educated man. what about such old-fashioned notions

as "requirements"? What. in short. shouldbe happeningto. or. more

precisely. within each student?



it implies. The ~ teachers frequently are precisely those



one of Harvard Is truly gifted teachers, had to wait eighteen years

in research (honoringthem as Distinguished Professors) so the time

The designation of University Teacher. prudently and sparingly used



But we also must cultivate the people in our midst.



And yet. all too often they e'ncounter routines that only deaden and





simply because they do not fit neatly into the

academic routines to which we sometimes seem

so excessively devoted.

I am keenly aware of the limited impact which men and their institutions

seem to make these days on the events of the times. But our abiding hope that

with determination and effort we indeed ~ make a difference represents a

life-giving beam of light.

Furthermore, if any single social invention carries with it that potential

for the fulfillment of our dreams, it is the university. And long after we have

all disappeared from the scene, it will have been said of this magnificent State

and its people that by educationally caring for its sons and daughters, it also

secured the future.

I wish to acknowledgethe debt I oweto the members of the Board of

Trustees for the trust they have placed in me. for their guidance and wise

counsel, and for their unfailing encouragement and support.



Because of my faith in the students and teachers and administrators of

this institution. and because of my sense of what the university has meant in

the long sweep of human history--and what it may yet become-- I am eager to

move ahead.


